Top 5 High Performance Mini Take Anywhere Flashlights

Categories: Recommended Tools & Gear

1. Fenix E05 R2 Flashlight

Why is it no:1? It's not the brightest flashlight in the list, however, it is absolutely tiny, takes a very common battery, it's pretty much bomb proof and waterproof and with the light it gives out, it is pretty much the only flashlight you will need 90% of the time. I take it running in the dark and it is easily bright enough. It is amazing for it's size. Highly recommended!

- LED provides 27 Lumens (ANSI Certified) of light from amazing 2.5 inch body
- Light provides wide beam of light that will reach over 78 ft
- Waterproof to IPX-8 Standard, 2 meters for 30 minutes
- Body Size: 6.5" (Length) x 1" (Diameter); 3 ounces; Waterproof to IPX-8 Standard
- Powered by a single AAA battery, easy to find and affordable (Not Included)

2. Fenix Compact 140 Lumen Flashlight
- At just 2.3 inches long and weighing less than an ounce, miniature Fenix E15 light is compact enough to take with you anywhere
- Digitally regulated output maintains constant brightness; made of durable aircraft-grade aluminum with premium type III hard-anodized anti-abrasive finish
- Reverse polarity protection, to protect from improper battery installation; Cree XP-E LED with a lifespan of 50,000 hours
- Uses one 3V CR123A lithium battery; 59.6-millimeter length and 19.7-millimeter diameter; 23-gram weight (excluding battery)

3. **Fenix 105 Lumens Flashlight**

- Portable and durable flashlight made of aircraft grade aluminum with LED bulb giving off constant brightness of 105 lumens with total lifespan of 50,000 hours
- Premium Type III hard-anodized anti-abrasive finish; high-efficiency total reflection lens and two brightness levels
- Runs for up to eight hours on a single AA battery; 3.8-inch length, 0.75-inch diameter, and 1.1-ounce weight; impact-resistant to 3.2 feet and IPX-8 waterproof to 6.5 feet
- Comes with flashlight, lanyard, spare O-ring, and spare rubber switch boot
4. **Streamlight 88032 Protac Tactical Flashlight**

- C4 LED Technology, Impervious To Shock With A 50,000 Hour Lifetime
- Multi-Function, Push-Button Tactical Tailswitch. One Handed Operation Of Momentary, Variable Intensity Or Strobe Mode
- Anti-Roll Facecap, Removable Pocket Clip
- Length: 3.97 In. (10.08 Cm) Head Diameter: 0.90 In. (2.29 Cm) Barrel Diameter: 0.65 In. (1.65 Cm)
- IPX7 Rated Design; Waterproof To 1 Meter For 30 Minutes.

5. **Streamlight 88030 Protac Tactical Flashlight 1L**

- C4 LED Technology, Impervious To Shock With A 50,000 Hour Lifetime
- Multi-Function, Push-Button Tactical Tailswitch. One Handed Operation Of Momentary, Variable Intensity Or Strobe Mode
- Anti-Roll Facecap, Removable Pocket Clip
- Length: 3.35 In. (8.51 Cm) Hood Diameter: .9 In. (2.29 Cm) Barrel Diameter: .77 In. (1.96 Cm) Weight 2.0 Ounces (57 Grams)
- IPX7 Rated Design; Waterproof To 1 Meter For 30 Minutes.